Primer on the DLSU-Manila Star Scholarship Program

The De La Salle University-Manila Star Scholarship Program is one of the most comprehensive scholarship programs in the Philippines. It combines prestige and competitive benefits package and provides you with an integrated undergraduate and graduate scholarship.

100% waived tuition and fees from year one until you finish the graduate degree of your choice!

No laboratory and miscellaneous fees to pay!

No fees for advanced placement exams in English, Science, Math, Filipino and Basic Computer!

No service obligations!

No financial pledges!

Grants allowances depending on the student's financial status!

The DLSU-Manila Star Scholarship Program offers more academic and non-academic perks and benefits to grantees and imposes less commitments, responsibilities and other "catches" than the Ateneo De Manila University Merit Scholarship and the University of the Philippines Oblation Scholarship.

Realize the full potential for intellectual growth: first priority in study tours abroad; special library privileges; special interaction with University Fellows and top administrators and special career placement opportunities.

Beyond the books: Star Scholars are encouraged to join different organizations to hone their people and leadership skills; Star Scholars strive to be adept in activities and pursuits that go beyond the academic domain.

De La Salle University-Manila is the first university in the country to garner a Level 4 Accreditation, the highest level of accreditation given by the Philippine Accrediting
It is the only Philippine private university among the founding members of the ASEAN University Network (AUN) and serves as a regional hub in Chemical Engineering education for AUN members.

It was designated as a teacher training institution by the Department of Education and was selected by CHEd as a Zonal Research Center in the National Capital Region.

It was chosen by the Microsoft Corporation as a partner for the first Microsoft Innovation Center in the local academic sector.

It is a center of excellence in the following fields: Chemistry, Physics, IT Education, Mathematics, Literature, Biology, Filipino Language, English Language and Electronics and Communications Engineering. It is the lone CHEd Awardee in Mechanical and Chemical Engineering.

Lasallian graduates are sure bets to grab most places in the Top 20 examinees in licensure exams; the Professional Regulation Commission recognizes the university as one of the top performing schools.

Putting theory into practice: DLSU-Manila provides extensive opportunities for on-the-job trainings in major companies and industries for its students; an annual practicum bazaar is held to cultivate the entrepreneurial skills of the students by giving them a venue to set up a business.

Modern and up-to-date facilities: an email for every student; most number of public computers; biggest bandwidth among Philippine universities; Wi-Fi access; fully computerized library index system with 24-hour remote access and a CyberNook; American Studies Resource Center; European Documentation and Research Center; growing collection of books, e-journals, artworks, CDs, audio-visual equipment and materials; four-storey fully air-conditioned library with seating capacity of 1200, was recognized by the Philippine Association of Academic and Research Libraries (PAARL) as the Best Academic and Research Library of 2003; nine-floor sports building; modern science and engineering laboratories; multimedia capable classrooms; study halls conducive to individual and group learning.

A haven for arts and culture: with a museum teeming with works of national artists and a fully-equipped theater, the Teresa G. Yuchengco Auditorium, where national and international talents showcase their illustrious talents.

Faculty accomplishments: leading the faculty roster are NAST, Southeast Asian Writers and Metrobank Awardees, Palanca and Cinemalaya Winners and outstanding scientists; internationally recognize research fellows; every faculty member is a researcher.
Graduate programs: rated as one of the best business programs in Asia; a diversity of courses; alternative modes of course delivery; the first hospital to receive ISO 9001 accreditation; Business and Education graduate programs receive outstanding ratings based on CHEd evaluation of graduate schools in the Philippines in 2004; Level 2 Accreditation for the colleges of Science, Education and Liberal Arts.

Home of Christian achievers: spiritual and character formation integrated into curricula; alumni leaders in business, government, the academe, socio-civic organizations.

Look more on [www.Universities.PhilippineEducation.ph](http://www.Universities.PhilippineEducation.ph)